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1.0 Semi-Annual Summary
This is the June 2009 interim report for the 2nd year of the 5-year UNAVCO Cooperative
Agreement “EAR-0735156 Support of UNAVCO Community and Facility Activities: Geodesy
Advancing Earth Science Research”. The Facility, through this Cooperative Agreement, provides
engineering, equipment and data services that support research projects for investigators using
GPS and other high precision geodetic techniques to conduct scientific investigations that
include the study of Earthquake processes, mantle properties, active magmatic systems, plate
boundary zone deformation, intraplate deformation and glacial isostatic adjustment, global
geodesy and plate tectonics, atmospheric science, global change, and polar processes. These
projects are NSF-EAR-, NSF-OPP Arctic and Antarctic-, and NASA-funded and include
individual Principal Investigator (PI) projects, large collaborative projects such as the PBO
Nucleus, GNET, and POLENET, and the larger multi-disciplinary, multi-agency EarthScope
project and its imaging, campaign GPS and radiometric dating components.
The technologies employed by the UNAVCO community, and supported by the Facility,
continue to evolve and expand as do the types of research being conducted. Increasingly imaging
techniques such as InSAR and LiDAR (from aircraft and on the ground) are being used
independently or in conjunction with GPS as investigators seek to measure the shape of the
earth’s ground and ice surfaces and their change over time. InSAR and LiDAR provide the
spacial coverage and GPS the highest accuracy and temporal resolution. To support these needs
UNAVCO hosts the WInSAR and EarthScope InSAR archives, has developed Terrestrial Laser
Scanning (TLS) support capability through the separately-funded INTEFACE and Polar MRI
projects, and provides project engineering and long-term data curation support for EarthScope
airborne LiDAR. A significant influx of new TLS resources is anticipated through a supplement
to this Cooperative Agreement in summer, 2009. New scanners and additional funds to support
their use will greatly expand the Facility’s resources for supporting Principal Investigator
projects in the future.
GPS support remains our primary core activity not only binding together the reference frames of
the forementioned new techniques of InSAR and LiDAR, but also continuing itself to grow in
perhaps unexpect ways such as providing new applications to hydrology, soil moisture and snow
pack. UNAVCO is support the work of John Braun (UCAR) and Kristine Larson (CU) who are
conducting an investication aimed at converting GPS signal-to-noise (SNR) data into surface soil
moisture estimates; a product that will useful for climate, hydrology, and ecology applications on
a continental scale. This project is our featured highlight in this report. The technical aspects of
this project activity also dove-tail into the development and testing needs to fully understand
receiver and antenna characteristics and signal structure of the new generation of GNSS
receivers and satellite signals. UNAVCO has reinstigated a nascent Development and Testing
function in the Facility that is cross-program support and discussed in more detail below.
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UNAVCO engineers traveled North America and the globe to assist PI projects. UNAVCO and
JPL also worked together to service and upgrade the NASA Global GNSS Network (GGN)
stations and add GLONASS capability to selected stations. Activities included project
development, field support, operations and maintenance, equipment, and training and details are
provided in this report.
The Data Center released its full public version of the new Data Archive Interface version 2
(DAIv2) after extensive testing and community feedback. The DAIv2 allows for custom station,
temporal, spatial and monument search using state of the art web technologies. Special
presentations and tutorials were given at the Fall AGU and EarthScope National Meeting. As
will be shown, Data Center metrics show that with the completion of the PBO, archiving is
continuing at a steady pace. The data access rate however has more than doubled compared to
the same period last year: 11 million campaign and permanent station files have been accessed
so far this year compared to 4.7 million campaign and permanent station files accessed during
the same period last year.
This report also captures the activities of the Education and Outreach program at UNAVCO. At
the time of this writing the planning for RESESS and selection of students is completed and the
summer program is in full swing. The E&O team is participating in UNAVCO website redesign,
organizing, participating, and planning future a number of professional development workshops
and learning sessions and is preparing for UNAVCO’s external review of the E&O program.
This semi-annual report presents the highlights and performance metrics including core support
as well as summaries of the major projects managed by the Facility. This report provides key
quantitative performance metrics following the Facility Work Breakdown Structure (WBS). The
Facility uses an 88 element WBS that provides a multi-level framework that organizes and
defines the work to be accomplished for core and project tasks. High level performance
summaries are given in Tables 1 and 2 with comparison to past levels and contribute to
assessment of the performance toward meeting UNAVCO’s strategic goals.
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Table 1. Summary of overall metrics for Facility engineering and data activities 2004-2008
Activity by FY
EAR
PI Projects (incl.
EarthScope)
OPP Projects
Other Community
Projects
Permanent Stations
O&M – Table 2.
(incl. # Nucleus)
Campaigns Archived
Permanent
Archived
(includes # PBO)
Total UNAVCO
Support Requests
Unique Institutions
w/Support Requests

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009
(through May)

48

58

48

52

48

41

37

38

48

48

60

44

22

38

37

49

43

28

555
(209)

593
(209)

621
(209)

730
(209)

793
(209)

620
(0)

71

41

39

55

41

41

380
(40)

681
(162)

1092
(373)

1572
(742)

1786
(880)

1858
(1,100)

108

157

131

177

228

156

47

63

46

89

103

62

Table 2. Additional breakdown of current permanent station O&M by funding program. Note
that the Facility provided engineering O&M to 209 PBO Nucleus stations until close of 2008
when these stations were migrated to and funding included in PBO O&M.
Number of Stations
467
78
37
38
620

Program
NSF-EAR (excludes PBO or Nucleus)
NASA GGN (includes some NASA PI stations)
OPP Arctic
OPP Antarctic
Total all Programs

WBS
1.1.1.2
1.2.1.2
1.3.1.2
1.4.1.2

1.1 Community Highlights
The UNAVCO Community continues to grow as the UNAVCO science disciplines broaden and
the technologies used to conduct science grow. There are currently 144 Members (84 Member
Institutions and 60 Associate Member Institutions) from around the globe. UNAVCO has just
unveiled its new Strategic Plan, a document that will guide the organization’s activities over the
next five years and that captures the goals and aspirations of this diverse and expanding
community (Figure 1). After a one year planning and revision process led by UNAVCO
President M. Meghan Miller, a full color version of the plan that includes many new community
graphics was distributed at the American Geophysical Union’s Fall Meeting in San Francisco
December, 2008.
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The plan also presents seven strategies that will
position UNAVCO to advance geoscience
research and education, and reestablishes
UNAVCO's primary work of providing support
to the scientific community through planning,
equipment acquisition and sharing, engineering
and data services, and education and outreach
activities.
Highlights from the Strategic Plan include an
emphasis on UNAVCO’s role in supporting an
expanded use of geodesy and integration of new
communities across science disciplines, which
will include atmospheric science and hydrology.
UNAVCO will continue to integrate and
strengthen the InSAR and LiDAR communities.
The development of a coherent, modern geodesy
curriculum and a continued focus on student
internships such as the successful RESESS
(Research Experiences in Solid Earth Science for
Students) are also planned. As UNAVCO
transitions into operations and maintenance
Figure 1. The Strategic Plan offers a new mission
phase of the now completed Plate Boundary
statement for the organization: UNAVCO, a nonprofit membership-governed consortium, facilitates
Observatory, the organization will explore
geoscience research and education using geodesy.
opportunities for international and global
See http://www.unavco.org/highlights/mgmtapplications that build on Plate Boundary
highlights/2009/strategic-plan2009.html
Observatory and EarthScope capabilities.
To download the full UNAVCO Strategic plan 2009UNAVCO will also work to cultivate new
2013.
funding sources in support of the
organization’s mission and enhance its role as a leader within the community in order to support
future growth.
UNAVCO Featured Project Highlight
Project Title: Continental-Scale GPS Soil Moisture Study
UNAVCO Engineers: Sarah Doelger
Principal Investigators: John Braun, UCAR/COSMIC and Kristine Larson, University of
Colorado, Boulder
The Continental-Scale GPS network is the backbone of a study aimed at converting GPS signalto-noise (SNR) data into surface soil moisture estimates; a product that will useful for climate,
hydrology, and ecology applications.
Over the course of the past year, UNAVCO engineer Sarah Doelger installed four new
continuously operating GPS sites for this network (Figures 2 & 3). Two are located near Socorro
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NM and an additional two are in Boulder, CO. A fifth site will be installed this coming fall in
Western Indiana. Although only two of these sites are currently online, it is anticipated that all
five will eventually provide near real-time data.
Vegetation amount and structure, vertical profiles of volumetric water content, and soil texture
differ at each of these sites. These varying factors will help determine how physical
environments affect the relationship between SNR data and soil moisture. This is possible
because GPS receivers gather energy from multipath ground reflections, and the characteristics
of the reflected signal change as soil moisture varies.
The research will also focus on determining how antenna gain and phase patterns impact SNR
observations, as well as seek to merge our theoretical understanding of multipath reflections with
observations. Additionally, the data will be useful for the ground-truth of lower resolution
satellite missions (SMOS and SMAP).

Figure 2. Sarah Doelger works on installing the GPS
antenna monument at the Grass site in Boulder, CO.
Eric Small (CU) is pictured at left, laying soil moisture
sensors just beneath the ground surface. These sensors,
as well as meteorological packs, are also co-located at
the other Boulder site, which is situated adjacent to a
corn field.

Figure 3. The antenna monument at the
Grass site near Socorro, NM. The second
Socorro site is located in a shrub field
approximately 10 miles away. Both
monuments are on the Sevilleta Long
Term Ecological Research (LTER) site
and are installed near meteorological
equipment. The tripods will be replaced
with more permanent posts (like those in
Boulder, above) this fall.

1.2 Facility Engineering and Equipment
The UNAVCO Facility provides state-of-the-art GPS equipment and engineering services to PI
projects. This includes project management, planning, installation, operations and maintenance
of continuous, permanent GPS station networks around the globe. Engineers and technicians also
undertake technology development, testing, and systems integration to support new project
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demands. Presented below are highlights of activities during this semi-annual report period as
well as associated WBS tasks and performance metrics. Included are core support for NSF-EAR,
NASA, and NSF-OPP programs and project management of PBO Nucleus and GeoEarthScope.
NSF/EAR Program Support
Facility NSF-EAR program support is categorized by task and related metrics in Table 3 below
and is discussed in the following section.
Table 3. Engineering Performance Metrics – NSF CORE
WBS

Task Name

1.1.1

GPS Engineering and Equipment

1.1.1.2

Permanent Station Operations

1.1.1.3
1.1.1.4
1.1.1.5
1.1.1.6
1.1.1.7
1.1.1.8
1.1.1.9

EAR Project Support
Community Project Support
Eng Tech Support
Development and Testing
Pool Equipment Maintenance
PI Equipment Repairs
E&O Support

Metrics

#stations on O&M list
#Troubleshoots
#projects
#projects
#tech support requests
#D&T projects
#receivers in pool
#repairs completed
#meetings, classes, workshops

Quantity

467
108
41
28
156
2
340
84
3

Permanent Station operations
The Facility provides operations and management (O&M) support to 467 continuously operating
stations (Table 4). During this period there were 108 troubleshooting incidents handled for
stations monitored for EAR PIs. This included resolving communication and equipment issues,
shipping replacement equipment, and working with PIs and local contacts to resolve problems.
The UNAVCO Facility, working closely with PIs and their collaborators, provides O&M support
at three broad levels:
High – UNAVCO Facility provides centralized O&M support that may include retrieving the
data, monitoring station data flow, and proactively responding to problems with data flow or
station hardware. Problems are fixed remotely working with collaborators if necessary. If
maintenance trips or materials are required for O&M, these are funded by the PI’s project.
Medium – PIs or collaborators download the data from the stations, monitor station data flow,
and handle most problems themselves. UNAVCO provides engineering and medium-level
technical support on a request basis. Any UNAVCO Engineering maintenance trips and
materials required for O&M are covered by the PI’s project.
Low – UNAVCO provides only archiving support and a low-level of technical support.
UNAVCO does not monitor or download data from the stations.
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Table 4. Current UNAVCO Facility Operations and Maintenance List
Network Name or
Principal Investigator
No. Active Level of
Location
Stations Effort
Bhutan
Roger Bilham, CU
2
high
Calabria
Michael Steckler, LDEO
9
high
Caribbean Hurricane
Prediction & Geodetic
Network
John Braun, UCAR
12
high
Costa Rica - Nicoya
Tim Dixon, U. Miami
11
high
Dennis Geist, U. Idaho
high
Galapagos
6
Dennis Geist, U. Idaho
high
Galapagos L1
4

Funding Source
NSF-EAR: IF
NSF-EAR: CD

NSF-ATM/EAR: IF
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
NSF-EAR-PET&GEOCHEM
NSF-EAR-PET&GEOCHEM
Community - NSF IF Proposal
Pending
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Hydrology
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
NSF-EAR: IF
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
NSF-EAR
NSF Geosciences Directorate, Carbon
& Water in the Earth System Program,
interdisciplinary EAR, ATM and OCE

GPS Soil Moisture
Guerrero Coast
Las Vegas
Mediterranean
Mid America/New Madrid
Montserrat
Northwest Mexico
Pakistan
Peatland Bogs Minnesota

Kristine Larson, CU
Kristine Larson, CU
Geoff Blewitt, UNR
Rob Reilinger, MIT
Bob Smalley, U. Memphis
Glen Mattioli, U of Arkansas
Rick Bennett, U. of AZ
Roger Bilham, CU
Paul Glaser, U. of Minn.

7
3
2
8
13
4
2
6
10

high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high
high

Puerto Rico
Rio Grande Rift
BARGEN

Guoquan Wang, U of Puerto
Rico
Anne Sheehan, CU
Brian Wernicke, Caltech

5
25
44

high
high
high

NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR: EarthScope
NSF-EAR: CD/IF Expired; New NSFEAR: Geophysics Proposal Funded

2
12
1
4
12
6
12
3
4
4

high
med
med
med
med
med
Med
med
med
med

16
1
6
11
11

med
med
med
med
med

NSF-EAR: IF/NASA
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
NSF-EAR: CD
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR: F/Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR Tectonics
NSF-EAR: IF (increase to 25 sites 2007/8)
Community NASA
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR: Geophysics

6
1
4
6
4
1
1

med
med
med
med
low
low
low

NSF-EAR: Geophysics
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR
NSF-EAR: Geophysics
Community USGS
Community USGS
Community NASA

UNAVCO GPS Test
Network
Afar
Alaska
Andaman Islands
Bangladesh
Central Asia
Central Iceland
Denali Fault
El Salvador
Ethiopia Tectonics
GULFNET
IAGT
Jalisco, Mexico
Kilauea, Hawaii
Mauna Loa
Oaxaca, Mexico
PANGA
Tajik-Kyrgyz-Pamir
Southeast Alaska
Akutan Volcano
Cascades Volcano Obsv.
DIVE

Various UNAVCO
Eric Calais, Purdue
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
Bilham, CU
Michael Steckler, LDEO
Tom Herring, MIT
Rick Bennett, Univ. of AZ
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison
Roger Bilham, CU
Roy Dokka, LSU
Matt Starr, IAGT
Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison
Paul Segall, Stanford
Ben Brooks, University of
Hawaii
Chuck DeMets, UW-Madison
Tim Melbourne, CWU
Becky Bendick, U of Montana
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
Tom Murray, USGS
Mike Lisowski, USGS
Tim Melbourne, CWU
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Network Name or
Location
DIVE L1
EBRY

Principal Investigator

Tim Melbourne, CWU
Bob Smith, U. Utah
Asta Miklius, HVO, Paul
Hawaii
Segall, Stanford
Hayward Fault L1
Barbara Romanowitz, UCB
Idaho National Laboratory Suzette Payne, INL
Mt. Spurr
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
Mt. Washington, NH
Steve Nerem, CU
NEGAR
Jean-Phillippe Avouac, Caltech
Okmok Volcano
Jeff Freymueller, UAF
SAGE, New Zealand
Peter Molnar, CU
Santorini, Greece
Andrew Newman, Georgia
Tech
Slide Mountain Tie
Socorro
SuomiNet-A
SuomiNet-G (Geodetic)
UNAM

Geoff Blewitt, UNR
Andrew Newman, Georgia
Tech
Various ATM PIs
Various EAR/ATM PIs
Vladimir Kostoglodov, UNAM

No. Active Level of
Stations Effort
2
low
6
low

Funding Source

28
4
13
3
1
18
4
16
3

low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low
low

1
3

low
low

Community USGS
Community NASA
Community INEL
Community UAF
Community NASA
Community Other
Community USGS
NSF-EAR: Tectonics
Community - NSF Geophysics
Proposal Pending
Community NSF-EAR: Geophysics
Proposal Pend
Community Georgia Tech

31
32
1

low
low
low

NSF-ATM Proposal Pending
NSF-ATM Proposal Pending
Community Other

Community NASA
Community USGS

TOTAL 467

PI Project Services
In the last period 69 PI projects (41 EAR, 28 other NSF or Community funded) were supported
by the UNAVCO facility, ranging from project design and budgets for proposals to full field
deployments for new networks, network upgrades and campaign surveys. The Sierra Negra
Volcano GPS Network Project is an example of a project that received a full compliment of
UNAVCO facility support. UNAVCO staff was involved in project planning, network design,
monument design, equipment preparation and installation of the equipment. Additionally an
UNAVCO engineer established 2 new permanent GPS sites. The network now has 10
permanent GPS stations that are downloaded and archived daily. A summary listing of PI project
supported during this semi-annual report period is included in Table 5.
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Table 5. UNAVCO Supported Individual PI Projects
Project Name
Continental-scale soil moisture db 2009

Support Type
Technical support,Proposal planning,
Kristine Larson budgeting & letter of support

GPS Soil Moisture, Munson Farms 2009

Pool equipment loan,Station data retrieval &
Kristine Larson management,Data archive,Field support

P041 High-rate L2C data at P041 for Soil
Moisture
BARGEN Network O&M trip
Sierra Negra volcano CGPS network 2008

PI

Funding Source
NSF-ATM

NSF-ATM

Station data retrieval & management,Data
Kristine Larson archive,Equipment configuration/ integration NSF-ATM
Jim Davis
Technical support,Field support
NSF-EAR
Equipment purchase,Equipment configuration/
Bill Chadwick integration
NSF-EAR

Technical support,Station maintenance,Station
data retrieval & management,Equipment
purchase,Data archive,Field support,Data
communications planning,Equipment
configuration/ integration,Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support,Pool equipment NSF-EAR: Continental
Costa Rica Network Expansion and upgrade 2009 Timothy Dixon loan
Dynamics
NSF-EAR: Continental
Uganda 2009
Eric Calais
Pool equipment loan
Dynamics
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Pool equipment loan,Proposal planning,
Costa Rica - Panama Continuous GPS Array 2009- Peter La
Instrumentation and
2014
Femina
budgeting & letter of support
Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation and
GPS Landslide Monitoring 2009
Guoquan Wang Pool equipment loan
Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Frederick
Pool equipment loan,Data archive,Technical
Instrumentation and
GPS Shaketable Test
Blume
planning & consultation,Equipment testing
Facilities

Technical support,Station maintenance,Station
data retrieval & management,Equipment
purchase,Data archive,Technical planning &
consultation,Station installation,Field
support,Equipment configuration/
integration,Proposal planning, budgeting &
letter of support

Unavco NSF-EAR Antenna Testing 2009-2013
GNSS Choke Ring Antenna Absolute PCV
Calibrations

James
Normandeau

Pool equipment loan,Equipment testing

NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation and
Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation and
Facilities
NSF-EAR: Earth
Sciences:
Instrumentation and
Facilities

Meghan Miller

Pool equipment loan,Equipment testing

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

Hat Creek Ridge Observatory Zephyr Loan
(Nucleus)

Frederick
Blume

Pool equipment loan

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

Iceland Plate Boundary Observatory 2009-2014

Rick Bennett

Snow Depth Sensing with GPS 2009-2012

Technical support,Data archive,Proposal
Kristine Larson planning, budgeting & letter of support

Rio Grande Rift Station RG26 installation 2009
San Andreas-San Bernardino SAF EarthScope
GPS
Snake River Plain 2009
Topcon PG-A1/GP NGS Calibration
Eastern Mediterranean NAF 2009

Pool equipment loan,Station
maintenance,Equipment purchase,Data
archive,Station installation,Field
Anne Sheehan support,Equipment configuration/ integration
Pool equipment loan,Technical
support,Proposal planning, budgeting & letter
Rick Bennett
of support
Robert
McCaffrey
Pool equipment loan
Meghan Miller
Robert
Reilinger

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

NSF-EAR: EarthScope
NSF-EAR: EarthScope

Pool equipment loan,Equipment testing

NSF-EAR: EarthScope

Pool equipment loan

NSF-EAR: Geophysics
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GPS Landslide Monitoring 2009

Guoquan Wang Pool equipment loan

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Guerreo_Coast_Equipment_Purchase_2009

Kristine Larson Equipment purchase,Pool equipment loan

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Guyot Glacier 2008

Chris Larsen

Pool equipment loan

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Pakistan GPS study 2009

Roger Bilham

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Pakistan Perm. Staton VPN configuration 2009

Roger Bilham

Pool equipment loan
Equipment configuration/
integration,Equipment testing

A Test of the Existence of the Bering Plate 2009
DEAD SEA FAULT CGPS_2009

Mikhail Kogan
Robert
Reilinger

Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan,Proposal planning,
budgeting & letter of support

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

North Iceland 2009-2012
PIE LTER 2009

Peter La
Femina
Anne Giblin

Pool equipment loan,Technical
support,Equipment purchase,Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of support
Pool equipment loan

NSF-OCE
NSF-OCE

Afar Campaign - 2009 part I

Eric Calais

Pool equipment loan

NSF-OTHER

Idaho NSF EPSCoR LiDAR 2009
Pacaya Gravity and Deformation 2008

John Gierke

Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan,Technical planning &
consultation

CSAV International Training Course 2009

Donald
Thomas

Pool equipment loan,Training,Education and
Outreach

BGAN Terminal testing

NSF-EAR: Tectonics

Pool equipment loan,Technical support,Station
maintenance,Equipment purchase,Proposal
planning, budgeting & letter of support
NSF-OTHER

Michael
Steckler
James
Normandeau
Hans-Peter
Marshall

BanglaDrill 2010

NSF-EAR: Geophysics

Equipment testing

NSF-OTHER
NSF-OTHER
NSF-OTHER
University of Hawaii and
USGS

Redoubt Volcano 2009

Technical support,Equipment purchase,Station
installation,Field support,Equipment
Jessica Murray- configuration/ integration,Proposal planning,
Moraleda
budgeting & letter of support
USGS
John
Paskievitch
Pool equipment loan
USGS

Niwot Ridge GPS Receiver Upgrade

Technical support,Station maintenance,Station
data retrieval & management,Equipment
purchase,Data archive,Technical planning &
consultation,Station installation,Data
communications planning,Equipment
CU PI, Dean,
Kristine Larson configuration/ integration
Department Chair

Indiana University field geophysics class 2009

Michael
Hamburger

Northern CA CGPS densification 2009

Carbon Sequestration 2009-2102
Colorado Plateau-Southern Basin and Range
2009

Pool equipment loan,Technical planning &
consultation,Education and Outreach,Other

Departmental teaching
funds

Technical support,Station maintenance,Station
data retrieval & management,Equipment
purchase,Data archive,Technical planning &
consultation,Station installation,Field
support,Network or station
reconnaissance,Data communications
planning,Equipment configuration/
integration,Equipment testing,Imagery
purchase,Proposal planning, budgeting & letter
of support,Strainmeter/Tiltmeter/Seismic
Timothy Dixon Support
DOE
FEMA through the
Arizona State Geological
Rick Bennett
Pool equipment loan
Survey
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ANZ Under Ice Currents 2009

Foundation for
Research, Science and
Technology

Indiana University Sierra field class 2009
DIVE L1 network upgrade

Pat Langhorne Pool equipment loan,Training
Technical support,Equipment
purchase,Technical planning &
consultation,Station installation,Field
support,Data communications
Carlos
planning,Equipment configuration/
Rodriguez
integration,Equipment testing
Michael
Hamburger
Pool equipment loan,Technical support
Tim Melbourne Pool equipment loan

Leica GMX902 GG testing 2009

N/A

Equipment testing

LMU- GPS permanent station installtion/training

N/A

Technical support,Station maintenance,Station
data retrieval & management,Station
installation,Network or station reconnaissance Internal Funds

Mono Lake Field Camp 2009

Todd Williams

Pool equipment loan,Data archive

Costa Rica RTK GPS Network 2009-2010

Penn State Campaign pool 2009
Redoubt volcano response project 2009

Peter La
Femina
Jeffrey
Freymueller

Pool equipment loan

Internal Funds

Internal Funds

Internal Funds

Pool equipment loan,Technical support,Station
maintenance,Station data retrieval &
management,Equipment purchase,Technical
planning & consultation,Station
installation,Field support,Equipment
testing,Training,Proposal planning, budgeting
& letter of support
NASA-OTHER

Spatial snow radar campaign 2009
Uyuni 2009

Helen Fricker

UPRM Tide Guage Colocation 2009

Technical support,Station data retrieval &
management,Equipment purchase,Data
archive,Technical planning &
consultation,Station installation,Field
support,Data communications
planning,Equipment configuration/
Guoquan Wang integration,Education and Outreach,Other

CHARACTERIZATION OF ARCTIC SEA ICE 2009

Indiana University funds
indirect

Equipment purchase,Equipment configuration/
integration,Equipment testing,Pool equipment
loan
Internal Funds

Christopher A
Shuman
James
Maslanik
Hans-Peter
Marshall

Antarctic Altimetry Cal/Val 2010

ICE, Costa Rica

Pool equipment loan

NASA-OTHER

Pool equipment loan
Pool equipment loan,Technical support,Field
support

NASA-OTHER
NASA-OTHER

NOAA

Engineering Tech Support
During this semi-annual report period the UNAVCO Facility responded to 156 requests for
support via our support mail alias (support@unavco.org), and by direct requests to staff via email
and phone calls.
Development and Testing
The UNAVCO Facility tested the functionality of a new BGAN satellilte communication system.
The system was tested for power consumption, enviromental integrity and data throughput. It
was determined that this system was vaible solution fro remote installations as long as a seperate
VPN router is used with it. The current system does not allow the user to initaite a connection to
the device, only from it.
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The facilty also tested the Leica 902 L1/L2 streaming GPS receiver. As tested this unit did not
perform as needed (unattended reliable operation). The system would stop streaming for no
apparent reason and could not be restarted remotely. More testing and collaboration with the
vendor is on going.
UNAVCO GPS Receiver Pool
The UNAVCO Facility pool consists of 340 GPS receivers. The last period saw a continued high
level of utilization of the UNAVCO receiver pool (Table 6, Figures 4-6). The Trimble 4000
series receivers have been retired from the actively managed receiver pool due to their age and
no longer repairable and are no longer reported upont. The Facility has been putting these
receivers on long term loans to various PIs.
Table 6. Receiver Utilization (EAR pool)
Receiver
Utilization
Average (%)
Peak (%)

Trimble NetRS

88
99

Trimble 5700

87
97

Topcon GB1000

49
68

Figure 4. Trimble R7/5700 receiver usage. Shown are the percentage utilization and the total number in the EAR
receiver pool. As of March 2007 OPP receivers are reported separately and are not included in the total.
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Figure 5. Trimble NetRS receiver usage. This receiver package is intended for use in semi-permanent receiver pool.

Figure 6. EarthScope/PBO Topcon receiver usage. Shown are the percentage utilization and the total number in the
receiver pool. Use of this pool is restricted to EarthScope or closely associated projects and subject to NSF approval.

PI Equipment Repairs
During this semi-annual report period UNAVCO handled 84 receiver and other equipment
repairs. The repairs ranged from processing RMA with the manufacture to board level repairs inhouse.
NASA/SENH Program Support
The UNAVCO Facility with JPL provides support for the NASA GNSS infrastructure through a
network of 78 permanent GNSS stations called the Global GNSS Network (GGN) which
represents approximately 20% of the stations that make up the IGS GNSS permanent station
global network. Data from these stations are used to produce highly accurate products that are
essential for Earth science research, multidisciplinary applications, and education. Regular fiscal
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accountability reports and use of the NASA-Statement of Work (SOW) as a living document and
discussion/concurrence via regular meetings with JPL Program Element Manager (David
Stowers), help to ensure consistency between NASA-funded IGS efforts, JPL GNSS programs,
and the resources and expertise applied to these efforts and programs by UNAVCO.
Performance metrics for NASA/SENH program support are given in Table 7.
Table 7. Engineering Performance Metrics – NASA CORE (12/01/08– 05/31/09)

WBS

1.2.1.2

1.2.1.3
1.2.1.4.1
1.2.1.4.2

1.2.2.2
1.2.2.4

Task
Engineering and
Equipment Services
Permanent Station
Operations

Permanent Station
Maintenance
Development and
Testing
Equipment Repairs
Data and Data Product
Services
Archiving and data
management
Community Software

Performance Metrics

# stations monitored (on
O&M list),
# station troubleshoot
events
# new stations installed
# field trips or upgrades
# D&T projects
completed
# receivers repaired

Numbers

78
453
1
14
4
5

# permanent stations
handled
Same as NSF
#TEQC downloads,
#TEQC web information 1.1.2.1.4 above
requests

As part of its support, the UNAVCO Facility responded to approximately 453 individual
troubleshooting and maintenance issues during the report period (December 1, 2008 through
May 31st), including GPS equipment, computer, and communications upgrades at 14 GGN
stations. In addition, one new GGN station was installed and is discussed below.
New GGN Installations
One new GGN station was installed this year, and the details for another new station in Nigeria
are being worked out with the local collaborators. Eleven new GLONASS stations were added to
the network in collaboration with JPL and with help from local collaborators. The GLONASS
stations are co-located with existing GGN/IGS stations. The new installations are outlined briefly
below.
UNAVCO and JPL are collaborating with Mr. Moshe Rozemblum, Manager of Field Survey
Division for the Survey of Israel, on the installation of a new GNSS station. The station is
named after Binyamin Shmuter (BSHM), the first head of the faculty for the department of
Geodesy at the Israel Institute of Technology, in Haifa, Israel. The stations will provide GPS
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plus GLONASS data to users worldwide and will fill an important gap with regards to
GLONASS coverage in this particular part of the world.
In order to increase global coverage and provide GLONASS data to investigators worldwide,
eleven GNSS capable receivers have been deployed to selective locations worldwide. Most
stations coincide with stations which are already part of the International GNSS Service global
geodetic tracking network and some were also stations which took part in the “First
demonstration of Global Civil Tracking of the Block II-RM L2C Signal (GCTL2C)” funded by
NASA. Equipment was shipped directly from UNAVCO for the following stations: Palmer
Station, Antarctica (PALV), The Israeli Institute of Technology, Haifa, Israel (BSHM),
Sutherland, South Africa (SUTV), and Arequipa, Peru (AREV) (to be installed in July 2009).
JPL facilitated the shipping and installation for the remainder of the stations included in the
GLONASS expansion, including: Kokee Park, Hawaii (KOKV), Pasadena, California (JPLV),
Goddard Space Flight Center, Maryland (GODZ), Diego Garcia, (DGAV), Fairbanks, Alaska
(FAIV), Ny-Alesund, Norway (NYAV), Richmond, Flordia (RCMV), and Tidbinbilla, Australia
(TIDV).
NASA GGN Development and Testing Activities
The UNAVCO Facility completed communication repairs at a testing facility located at
Marshall, just outside Boulder, Colorado (Figure 7). The testing facility is funded by NASAGGN through the UNAVCO cooperative agreement. The first antenna test at the facility was
completed and more details can be found in the development and testing section of this report.
The results from this test have raised concerns regarding antenna calibrations, and as a result,
more data is being collected to further understand the issues.

Figure 7. UNAVCO Test Facility at Marshall, Colorado.

NASA's Global GNSS Network (GGN) will need to respond to changes in GNSS equipment
technology and availability, along with related additions/advances in GNSS signals and
constellations, while maintaining network stability. In order track these new satellites and
signals, new equipment will need to be tested and validated. The Marshall facility will be used
to test permanent GNSS station equipment in a controlled, but realistic environment, ensuring
the GGN will be prepared to meet the requirements of tomorrow's GNSS technology, and be able
to model the uncertainties and biases that will inevitably follow equipment upgrades at core
reference frame sites.
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A number of core reference frame sites are in need of equipment upgrades, which also requires
the need for a new mounting system for the antenna. These stations comprise the longest
running GPS stations to date and care must be taken to ensure that the ability to precisely survey
the mark is not lost. The problem has revolved around an issue with the current method for
mounting a choke ring antenna due to the outdated equipment originally used. The current
configuration does not allow for the addition of a SCIGN dome to a choke ring antenna, and the
large domes which were previously installed with the JPL ring can not be calibrated as the dome
is no longer being used or manufactured. Any station with an uncalibrated antenna/dome
combination will not be used as a reference frame station. Out of the eleven sites that have the
JPL ring, ten of these are core reference frame sites used in the determination of the Global
Geodetic Reference frame, and their data is also used for orbit determination and other highly
precise products.
The overall goal is to design something that can be used at each and every station, regardless of
the differences. The first prototype design is currently being fabricated at a local machine shop,
and will then be field tested close to the UNAVCO Facility, prior to being installed at a reference
frame station. A procedure will also be developed so that a site tie can be performed prior to any
antenna being removed.
UNAVCO, through the core cooperative agreement, and sponsored by NASA, NSF EAR and
NSF-OPP, supports the development and maintenance of UNAVCO's TEQC software. This
software includes data translation from over 50 receiver formats, data editing and quality
checking. TEQC is integral to the GGN and IGS data handling and is widely used by hundreds of
US and international GNSS groups. TEQC is in fact one of the most widely accessed parts of the
UNAVCO website with ~25 downloads of the software each day. TEQC is an important part of
development and testing activities and is a critical part of the GNSS data processing work flow
as well as for operations and archiving. UNAVCO staff interacts with international groups
defining RINEX format specifications and has participated in the IGS Analysis Center
workshops where formats and other issues related to GNSS modernization were discussed. In
order to begin to address the considerable complexities that are presented by the evolution of
GNSS instrumentation, UNAVCO added a new software developer position to the Facility Data
Group funded by NSF EAR, NSF-OPP, and NASA.
UNAVCO has provided financial support to the IGS Central Bureau (IGSCB) by arranging
accommodations for the IGS governing board meeting that took place at the fall AGU meeting in
San Francisco last year. UNAVCO provided participant support funds to bring Mr. Richard
Wonnacott to the United States from South Africa for the International Association of Geodesy
(IAG) meeting in Pasadena, as well as providing travel to the AGU meeting in San Francisco,
California. Mr. Wonnacott chairs the committee for the International Association of Geodesy
sub commission on Reference Frames for the AFREF initiative. UNAVCO was pleased to be
able to provide support for his participation in these meetings.
UNAVCO is also participating in monthly meetings with personnel from the IGS CB regarding
the re-design of the IGS website. This is a collaborative effort and UNAVCO’s areas of
expertise regarding databases and metadata storage are being utilized in the design of the new
IGS website.
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Existing GGN Station Upgrades
As part of the ongoing equipment upgrades of the GGN network, computers were purchased and
configured with Linux Fedora Core 4 and Fedora Core 9 Operating System. Roughly fourteen
GGN stations received new computer systems as well as updated receivers in order to make the
network more homogeneous in regard to configuration, security, and capability. More station
upgrades are planned and should be completed by the end of the year. Five Ashtech CGRS
receivers have been returned to UNAVCO and sent back to the manufacturer for hardware
upgrades and repairs during this period, leaving no field receivers in need of an upgrade.
The following stations have been upgraded with Ashtech receivers, Ashtech chokering antennas,
computer systems, and in many instances, other hardware items including new GPS antenna
cables, lightning protection, networking hubs/switches, and UPS systems, etc: the Crimean
Astrophysical Observatory, Simeiz, Ukraine (CRAO), Quincy, California (QUIN), Rabat,
Morocco (RABT), Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil (CHPI),
Yamoussoukro, Cote d'Ivorie (YKRO), Usuda, Japan (USUD), Sutherland, South Africa
(SUTH), Simonstown, South Africa (SIMO), Zambia (ZAMB), Diego Garcia (DGAR),
Chumysh, Kazakstan (CHUM), Kazarman, Kyrgyzstan (KAZA), and the Arequipa Laser
Tracking Station, Peru (AREQ).
The Cachoeira Paulista, Brazil (CHPI) IGS station was outfitted earlier this year with a pair of
wireless Ethernet radio’s which allow the streaming of 1 second data to JPL using RTNT. The
site was previously downloaded via phone modem on an hourly basis. The upgrading of this
station to full time internet has been a long awaited addition to the GGN network and all
respective parties are pleased with the outcome. This station also provides a 1 second BINEX
stream to an NtripCaster which was setup for our collaborators at INPE, while in Brazil. The
Caster will be used to relay real-time data to users at INPE, as well as IBGE. In return, IBGE
will provide access to data from their network of real time stations in Brazil.
A new station (MOIU) was installed at Moi University in Eldoret, Kenya in April 2008. The site
experienced networking issues, which took over a year to resolve and the site is now streaming
data back to the Global Data Centers. We are hopeful that we can add this new real-time, high
rate station to the IGS network in the coming months. This will be a valuable contributor to the
GGN network as well as the African Geodetic Reference Frame (AFREF) initiative.
The GGN/IGS station in Yamoussoukro, Cote d'Ivorie (YKRO) is again on-line with a new
computer and a new Ashtech receiver and antenna, completing the upgrade of this important
West-African station. Re-establishing this station became doubly important as we have lost the
station in Franceville, Gabon (MSKU) due to lack of local interest and support. We worked with
our US collaborators at the USGS, one of whom traveled to the station to retrieve the abandoned
equipment and ship it back to the United States.
Future GNSS equipment and computer upgrades are planned for: North Liberty, Iowa (NLIB);
Fort Davis, Texas (MDO1); Mersen, Turkey (MERS); Ensenada. Mexico (CIC1); and Poligan
IVTAN 2, Kyrgyzstan (POL2).
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NSF Office of Polar Programs Support
More detailed reporting of NSF-OPP is provided in separate program specific reports, available at
www.unavco.org/polar. Focused technology development continues for the Major Research
Infrastructure (MRI) funded engineering effort Development of a Power and Communication
System for Remote Autonomous GPS and Seismic Stations in Antarctica . This development effort
is currently in its final stages with the current activities focused on project wrap-up and
documentation. As a result of this effort, UNAVCO now offers standardized power and
communication system for rapid deployment and robust data collection, including attention to
long-term operation and maintenance issues. Engineering designs are well documented in
production drawings that are available to the community at www.unavco.org/polartechnology. An
example of the new polar plateau system is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Polar plateau design prototype deployed at the
South Pole.
The system enclosure is buried as a buffer against extreme
temperature swings, has high efficiency vacuum panel insulation
Iridium communications, active heating, and wind and solar
power sources for year-round autonomous operation. Similar
systems were installed in the Recovery Lakes region from the
Norway-US IPY Traverse in January 2009

The LiDAR instrument purchase with MRI funding from the proposal Acquisition of a
Terrestrial Laser Scanning System For Polar Research was used for five separate PI projects in
Antarctica, and has been used for other (non-Polar) applications between the Antarctic and
upcoming Arctic field seasons. Current LiDAR in-house activities are addressing the need for
robust data processing support.
In the Arctic, the 2009 field season is underway with support to 20 projects in Alaska, Iceland,
Greenland, and Finland. Support continued for the second season of the East Greenland Glacier
Dynamics (Meredith Nettles PI) and GNET (Mike Bevis PI) projects, with several containers
worth of equipment en-route to Greenland by the end of May. A CGPS system with Iridium
communications was placed near the calving from of Yakutat Glacier in Alaska (R. Motyka) in
order to assure data retrieval even if the system becomes the casualty of a calving event. A 13
receiver temporary network was deployed on Breidamerkorjokull in Iceland (I. Howat PI).
Permanent station operations and maintenance continues to grow at both poles, with 75 Polar
GPS stations on the UNAVCO O&M list. POLENET (T. Wilson PI) activities in Antarctica for
the second field season included three new field installations, successful visits to six stations that
required maintenance. Two new stations were also installed above the subglacial Recovery
Lakes (T. Scambos PI) from the Norway-US IPY Traverse. These sites were the first operation
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Polar Plateau design systems from the MRI project, designed for extreme cold and moderate
wind conditions. Three POLENET stations were deployed on the west side of the Antarctic
Peninsula (E. Domack PI, see Figure 9).

Figure 9. Student Mason Fried and PI Eugene Domack
finishing the Hugo Island installation for the Larsen Ice She
System, Antarctica (LARISSA) project. R/V Laurence M.
Gould in the background.

Meetings attended include Fall AGU and the Polar Technology Conference. Performance
Metrics are given in Table 8.
Table 8. Engineering Performance Metrics – OPP
1.3.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Arctic
1.3.1.2

Permanent Station Ops

# stations monitored (on O&M list)
# station maintenance events

37
1

1.3.1.4

PI Project Services

# projects

20

1.3.1.6

Development and Testing

#D&T projects

1.3.1.7

Pool Equipment Maintenance

#receivers in pool

1.3.1.8

PI Equipment Repairs

#repairs completed

2
89
See WBS 1.1.1.8

1.4.1 GPS Engineering and Equipment - Antarctic
1.4.1.2

Permanent Station Ops

# stations monitored (on O&M list)
# station maintenance events

38
15

1.4.1.4

PI Project Services

# projects

24

1.4.1.6

Development and Testing

#D&T projects

1.4.1.7

Pool Equipment Maintenance

#receivers in pool

1.4.1.8

PI Equipment Repairs

#repairs completed

1
125
See WBS 1.1.1.8

EarthScope/PBO Project Support
The EarthScope-funded pool of 100 Topcon GB-1000 systems was used to support 4 PI-projects during
the first half of 2009: the ongoing EarthScope-funded Rio Grande Rift (A. Sheehan, S. Nerem, U of CO,
A. Lowry, U.S.U., and M. Roy, U of NM PI’s), Colorado Plateau - Southern Basin and Range Transition
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(R. Bennett, U. of AZ), ICECAP (D. Blankenship, U. of TX), and STEEP (J. Freymueller, U. of AK, PI).
These non-EarthScope projects are supported with this equipment at the UNAVCO Project Manager’s
discretion whenever the UNAVCO Facility’s equipment pool is over-subscribed. The continued undersubscription of the EarthScope pool may be addressed by the new NSF Program Manager, Greg
Anderson, in the coming months.
The Facility’s Equipment Group continues to provide vital resources to the EarthScope campaign support
effort, coordinating the staged RMA process for the entire pool of 100 Topcon receivers, and maintaining
and shipping the system cases. The group continues to assist with the reconfiguration of the system boxes
to address issues with their reliability and usability. The remainder of these activities were supported the
NSF Plate Boundary Observatory MREFC and O&M awards.
The Topcon PG-A1 GPS antennas included in the EarthScope campaign systems were subject to detailed
tests in early 2009. Data acquired with these antennas during the STEEP project in Alaska showed
vertical position errors of 3 cm. when processed with existing NGS-derived phase center models; this was
confirmed by the PI in tests at Fairbanks. UNAVCO requested that the NGS retest 6 of the antennas, and
the resulting PCV’s, published in May, 2009, resolved the position discrepancies in the Alaska data.
NGS further found that the part number on the new antennas were different than the models they tested
earlier, although they are apparently identical in all physical respects. Topcon management is continuing
to investigate but has yet to explain the results. Further testing at Topcon, Geo++, and the NGS will take
place in the near future and a final resolution to the issue is expected late this year.
The 25-station Rio Grande Rift project continues to run smoothly in operations mode, with UNAVCO’s
role one of training and advising the PI’s staff and archiving data as they are collected. Station RG15 in
western Colorado was decommissioned in April at the short-notice request of a new landowner following
the sale of the property. Reconnaissance of a replacement station was done by CU staff and a new station
constructed by the UNAVCO facility’s Engineering Group in time to allow a 36-hour tie between the old
and new stations.

Performance Metrics 12/2008 – 5/2009
EarthScope Project Support: 6 Projects supported, 100 Receivers in Pool
Development and Testing: 5 projects completed, 7 in progress, 6 pending
UNAVCO Facility Development and Testing
After a five-year hiatus, the UNAVCO Facility has reestablished a formal Development and Testing
group as of the first quarter of 2009. It is a cross-program funded activity with contributions from EAR,
OPP and NASA. The effort is currently staffed only by Sr. Project Manager Frederick Blume (half FTE),
and must rely on staff support from other UNAVCO Facility and Plate Boundary Observatory groups on
an ad-hoc basis. There have already been a total of 19 Development and Testing projects that have either
been completed, are in-progress, or are pending during the first few months of this effort. These projects
include a variety of hardware, firmware, and software applications to UNAVCO’s existing systems,
including GNSS receivers, antennae, data communications, power systems, and the development of new
instrumentation such as a shake table and near-surface vertical strainmeter.
A key component of GNSS hardware Development and Testing is the ability to process and analyze data
using high-precision carrier-phase techniques and packages such as GAMIT, Bernese, and GIPSY. To
date GAMIT has been installed on a central server at UNAVCO and has been used in basic mode by the
Project Manager to process short-baseline data associated with the tests of new firmware for the Trimble
NetRS receiver. However to properly understand and make proper use of these packages, a dedicated,
full-time engineer or technician is a requirement.
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Tables 9 – 11 below summarize Development and Testing projects that were completed, begun, or
requested during the first half of 2009 under the direction of the Project Manager.
Table 9. Recently Completed Development and Testing Projects

Project Name

PI/Requestor

Personnel Involved

Iridium-GPS
Interference Test

UNAVCO Facility
Polar Group

T. Nylen (UNAVCO
Facility Polar Group), F.
Blume.
C. Geoghegan (National
Geodetic Survey), Topcon
Positioning Systems.

Topcon PG-A1
GNSS Antenna
PCV Calibration

J. Freymueller (U. of
Alaska), UNAVCO
Facility and Plate
Boundary Observatory

BGAN Satellite
Communication
Evaluation

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory

A. Morrison (UNAVCO
Facility NSF Support
Group), F. Blume.

Leica
GMX902GG
GNSS Receiver
Evaluation

UNAVCO Facility
NSF Support Group

J. Normandeau
(UNAVCO Facility NSF
Support Group), F. Blume

GPS Shaketable
Prototype Test

G. Wang (U. or Puerto
Rico Mayaguez),
UNAVCO Facility

G. Wang (UPRM), F.
Blume, Y. Bock (SIO)
ANCO Engineers
Boulder.

Description
Determine minimum separation
between GPS and Iridium
antennas: 10 meters.
Verify Phase Center Calibrations
for PG-A1 antenna. New values
inconsistent with earlier tests
were published by NGS, further
tests to be conducted by Topcon.
Determine suitability of BGAN
broadband data communications
system for UNAVCO/PBO
stations. BGAN is useful subject
to VPN requirement and highcost limitations.
Evaluate Leica’s simple
GMX902GG for usability and
data quality. Unit was difficult
to configure and unreliable and is
not recommended for use by our
community.
Conduct high-rate GPS
acquisition experiment on
prototype outdoor shake table
built by ANCO to support
possible NSF I&F proposal.
Data acquisition and compilation
is complete, processing is
ongoing.
Results discussed below.
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Table 10. In-Progress Development and Testing Projects

Project Name

PI/Requestor

Personnel Involved

Description
Test latest NetRS firmware for
usability, data quality, and
robustness. While adding many
new features and fixing many
existing bugs, version 1.2-0 was
found to have outstanding issues.
Four subsequent beta versions
have been evaluated and
rejected, and Trimble will issue a
new version shortly.
Evaluate Trimble NetR8 receiver
functionality, data quality and
robustness, using L5
demonstration signal to test
translation and data-flow
software. L5 has been tracked
and logged successfully after
modifications to teqc and data
flow. Data to be shared with
community via CDDIS.
Evaluate NetG3 receiver for
suitability of use in GGN. L2C
and GLONASS data quality have
been analyzed, L5 tracking has
not been implemented by
Topcon. Tests are ongoing.
Testing of prototype passive GPS
antenna reputed to have excellent
low-angle tracking capability.
Preliminary results have no been
good; we’re confirming
procedures with PGI.
Evaluate “next generation”
GNSS receivers from Leica
(1200+), Topcon (NetG3a),
Trimble (NetR8) and others and
determine specifications and
requirements on behalf of the
UNAVCO community.
Evaluate data quality and
positioning of Trimble’s new
GNSS Choke Ring Antenna for
use by PBO and the community.
Preliminary results show good
data quality but unexplained
position jumps that may be due
to questionable PCVs.
Calibrations by Geo++ and
further analysis by PBO AC’s
are in progress
Evaluate DIGI WAN Cellular
modem for use in PBO’s Pacific
Northwest Real-Time upgrade
project. DIGI units are lower
price and use less power than
Proxicast currently in use.

Trimble NetRS
Receiver
Firmware
Acceptance

UNAVCO Plate
Boundary Observatory

F. Blume, L Estey, D.
Maggert and M. Beldyk
(Facility Data Group), W.
Gallaher, W. Szeliga, D.
Mencin, and J. Smith
(PBO), S. White (Polar
Group), Trimble
Engineering Dept.

Trimble NetR8
GNSS Receiver
Evaluation using
L5
Demonstration

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory

F. Blume, L. Estey and D.
Maggert (Facility Data
Group), W. Gallaher
PBO), C. Noll (CDDIS),
Trimble Engineering
Dept.

Topcon NetG3
GNSS Receiver
Evaluation

D. Stowers (Jet
Propulsion Laboratory)

V. Andreatta (NASA
Support Group), D.
Stowers (JPL), F. Blume,
Topcon Software
Division.

PGI GPS Choke
Ring Antenna
Evaluation

UNAVCO Facility

V. Andreatta and N.
Flores (NASA Support
Group), F. Blume.

GNSS Receiver
Specification
and Evaluation

UNAVCO Facility

F. Blume, J. Normandeau
(NSF Support Group), V.
Andreatta (NASA Support
Group).

Trimble GNSS
Choke Ring
Antenna
(59800.00)

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory.

V. Andreatta (NASA
Support Group), F.
Blume, PBO Data
Analysis Centers, Geo++.

PBO Cellular
Communications
Evaluation

UNAVCO Plate
Boundary Observatory

K. Austin and J. Smith
(PBO), F. Blume.
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Table 11. Pending and Future Development and Testing Projects

Project Name

PI/Requestor

Personnel Involved

teqc Tiltmeter
Support

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory

L Estey (Facility Data
Group), F. Blume, W.
Gallaher, and J. Smith
(PBO).

teqc 7f-05 GNSS
BINEX Support

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory

L Estey (Facility Data
Group), F. Blume

NetRS 7f-05
BINEX Support

Plate Boundary
Observatory

F. Blume, Trimble
Engineering Department.

PBO Radio
Frequency Data
Communications
Evaluation

Plate Boundary
Observatory

F. Blume, D. Mencin and
W. Gallaher (PBO).

Near-surface
Vertical
Strainmeter

UNAVCO Facility

R. Bilham (U. of
Colorado), C. Meertens, F.
Blume.

Topcon GNSS
Receiver
Firmware
Evaluation and
Acceptance
GPS “Supersite”
Monumentation
Analysis

UNAVCO Facility,
Plate Boundary
Observatory and D.
Stowers (JPL)

F. Blume, V. Andreatta
(NASA Support Group),
D. Stowers (JPL).

UNAVCO Facility and
Plate Boundary
Observatory

F. Blume, many others
from UNAVCO Facility
and PBO.

Description
Modify teqc to elegantly handle
tiltmeter data in any format of
GPS files as it currently handles
MET data. Currently tilt data
can only be recovered as raw
ASCII strings from BINEX files.
Modify teqc to handle GNSScompatible 7f-05 BINEX
messages. Currently teqc only
supports 7f-03 which is limited
to a single L2 observable and
supports neither GLONASS nor
L5 observations.
Add 7f-05 logging and streaming
capability to the NetRS receiver
in order to properly handle L2C
capability of the receiver.
Currently only the RT27 format
allows simultaneous L2C and P2
logging, precluding the use of
BINEX by PBO.
Review, identification and
testing of new radio frequency
data communications options for
PBO. Urrently PBO relies
entirely on Intuicom RF
hardware and is seeking other
competitive options.
Development of an instrument to
quantify vertical deformation of
the near-surface in order to
understand the behavior of GPS
monuments and vertical signal.
Prototype installation of CU
design extepected later in 2009.
Test upcoming release of Topcon
GNSS receiver firmware version
3.4 for GB-1000 and NetG3
receivers for usability, data
quality and robustness. Delivery
is expected in Q3 of 2009.
Design, install, and analyze data
from co-located GPS monuments
of different design in order to
assess stability and performance.
A PBO Nucleus
remonumentation of a 17-yearold Kearey Powerglass
monument with a modern
DDBM that are currently being
operated side-by-side will
provide the first opportunity late
2009.
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Project Highlight: Shaketable Experiment
At the suggestion of Prof. Guoquan Wang of the University of Puerto Rico at Mayaguez, the UNAVCO
Facility investigated the development or acquisition of an outdoor shake table facility. The device would
be used to assess the precision and accuracy of the use of high-rate GPS seismology techniques in realtime earthquake and tsunami warning systems, determine the earthquake-resistance of GPS hardware and
data communications systems, and to refine realtime and post-processing data analysis and
processing techniques. We established contacts
with Boulder-based ANCO Engineers, a
company with 35 years of experience designing
and constructing custom shaketables for a variety
of uses around the world. Although there are
many sophisticated shaketables in use by
structural engineers, there is only one located
outdoors and thus suitable for testing GPS: a onedegree-of-freedom table at the Network for
Earthquake Engineering Simulation (NEES)
Facility at U.C. San Diego, and time on this unit
is expensive and booked for months in advance.
A multi-degree-of-freedom (3 or 6) is required Figure 10. GPS antennas and Strong motion
for proper testing of GPS, and we explored accelerometer mounted on 6-Degree of Freedom
possibilities for custom designs for an electric hydraulic shaketable.
unit with ANCO.

Figure 11. Side view of shaketable and reference antenna
on the roof.

In mid-April ANCO completed a 6-degree-offreedom hydraulic shaketable for delivery to a
Greek University and offered to assemble it in their
parking lot in Boulder and allow us to run some
tests as a proof of concept. We mounted three
choke-ring antennas and a strong-motion
accelerometer on the table and operated two
stationary GPS reference stations in the vicinity, all
using Trimble NetRS receivers (Figures 10 and 11).
In addition to logging data at rates of 15 sec., 1 sec.,
5 Hz, and 10 Hz, 1 Hz data were streamed in realtime using a 3G cellular modem over the internet to
Yehuda Bock at Scripps. A single modem was
capable of handling 1 Hz streams from 4 receivers
simultaneously. The table was used to subject the
GPS antennas to a series of static displacements
(Fling Steps) in 3 dimensions, a series of sine
waves at frequencies between 2 Hz and 0.25 Hz in
three dimensions in with amplitudes of 15 to 50 cm.
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The hydraulic table that was available to us was experimental and designed for much heavier
loads (large fluid-filled spheres) than ours. As such it was subject to control problems during our
experiments. ANCO spent two full days attempting to minimize actuator “stiction” and crosstalk between the translational and rotational degrees of freedom.

Figure 12. Real-time 1 Hz position solutions during a one-hour period that the antenna was subject to a series of
one-dimensional Fling-Step static displacements in three directions. (Y. Bock, UCSD).

When we did our final experiments there was still a good deal of uncontrolled rotational motion of the
table. As such the results from this experiment are expected to be much noisier than we would get from
an electric table should we acquire one.
Data quality from the experiment was
excellent, with relatively low multipath
values observed in spite of the fact that
the antennas were mounted a few cm
above the solid aluminum table. A
dedicated GPS shake-table facility
would be constructed of a non-metallic
material to further improve signal
quality.
Preliminary position results, in realtime and post-processed, are shown in
figures 12 and 13. The real-time
Figure 13. Post-processed 1 hz position solutions for the entire
positions in the top figure clearly show
sevenhour shaketable experiment. Analysis is ongoing. (G.
Wang, UPRM).
the precise 40 cm fling steps in the
North, West, Northwest and vertical
planes. The preliminary post-processed positions show noisier movements later in the day when high
frequency sine waves were input to the table.
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The preliminary results shown here may show the utility of investing in a UNAVCO-owned shaketable
facility. Once the data have been analyzed more thoroughly we will consider a proposal to acquire one if
logistical and operational challenges can be overcome in the long run.

Geodetic Imaging
Geodetic imaging support at UNAVCO included two primary components this period: 1)
terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), a.k.a. ground based LiDAR, projects supported through the NSF
I&F funded INTERFACE project and 2) airborne laser scanning (ALS), a.k.a. airborne LiDAR,
and satellite InSAR imagery acquired as part of GeoEarthScope and supported as part of PBO
Operations and Maintenance (O&M). Additional TLS support is provided by UNAVCO Facility
Polar Services. Additional InSAR support is provided by the UNAVCO Facility Data Group.
The Goedetic Imaging Project Manager (D. Phillips) oversees INTERFACE and GeoEarthScope
O&M support and works closely with the Polar and Data groups and others on all imaging
related activities at UNAVCO.
D. Phillips attended several community gatherings this period and gave oral presentations on
TLS and GeoEarthScope imagery at the Seismological Society of America (SSA) meeting in
Monterey, CA in April, at the EarthScope National Meeting in Boise, ID in May, and at the
American Geophysical Union (AGU) Joint Assembly in Toronto, Canada in May. D. Phillips
co-chaired special session G04 at the AGU Joint Assembly entitled “Application of Laser
Scanning to Geophysical Studies”. D. Phillips also engaged in TLS activities to support the
RESESS program at UNAVCO.
TLS Support
TLS activities at UNAVCO increased markedly this period. UNAVCO currently provides the
following TLS support services: project planning, proposal preparation, instrumentation and
engineering support, and other services currently under development. Instrument support is
currently limited to a single TLS system owned by UNAVCO (purchased through an MRI
proposal to NSF OPP) and shared access to systems owned by INTERFACE partners and the
University of New Mexico LiDAR Lab. INTERFACE (INTERdisciplinary alliance for digital
Field data ACquisition and Exploration) is a project funded by NSF and managed by UNAVCO
to help geoscientists in obtaining high resolution and precision, 3D surface data. INTERFACE is
intended to provide a one-stop shop for users at any experience level to obtain instrumentation,
software, and instruction in the collection of earth surface data by TLS. A summary of TLS
activities this period includes:
•

TLS survey of precariously balanced rocks (PBR’s) in Southern California, in April, 2009.
PI: Ken Hudnut, USGS. Collaborative partners: researchers and students from Arizona State
University, Caltech, UC Riverside, and UCSB/Lawrence Livermore Labs.
o Project description. Precarious rocks in seismically active regions are effectively
strong-motion seismoscopes that have been in place for thousands of years. Thus
estimates of the dynamic toppling acceleration of these rocks can provide constraints
on the peak ground accelerations experienced during previous earthquakes. Numerous
precarious rocks exist near active faults throughout Southern California including the
San Andreas Fault system and associated thrust. Terrestrial Laser Scanning will
provide a new and unique means of characterizing and studying these features. The
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UNAVCO TLS system (Optech Ilris 3D) was deployed to southern California in
April 2009 to support this and related projects engaged in by the USGS and NSF
funded collaborators.
o D. Phillips provided classroom TLS training at USGS Pasadena office attended by
researchers and students from USGS, Caltech, ASU, UCSB/LLL.
o D. Phillips provided field TLS training and data collection support at two PBR sites:
o Grass Valley site. Participants: K. Kendrick (USGS), Gareth Funning and UCR class,
D. Rood, D. Lynch, D. Lynch, K. Hudnut.
o Echo Cliffs site. Participants: D. Rood, D. Haddad, K. Hudnut, E. Pounders, W.
Amidon, A. Limaye, D. Lynch.
o TLS data collections at Thousand Palms Canyon, San Andreas fault. Conducted by
P. Williams (USGS NEHRP funding), K. Hudnut.
o Figures XXa and XXb show photo and TLS derived LiDAR point cloud of the Echo
Cliffs PBR, respectively.

Figure 14. a) Photo and b) TLS derived point cloud of the Echo Cliffs precariously balanced rock (PBR) in
southern California.

•

TLS survey of soil moisture study sites near Boulder, CO, in April and May, 2009. PI’s: J.
Braun, K. Larson, University of Colorado. Project title: “Development of GPS as a Soil
Moisture Instrument”. Included TLS surveys of various sites including the GPS antenna
testing site at Marshall, CO and agricultural fields in Boulder, CO.

•

TLS data acquisition and system evaluation in Panamint Valley, CA, in January, 2009.
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UNAVCO participated in a collaborative study led by UTD, the University of Kansas, and
the University of New Mexico that also involved researchers from the University of Nevada
Reno and the Pennsylvania State University, to image fault scarps and pluvial shorelines in
Panamint Valley of southeastern California by three LiDAR scanners to assess repeatability
in the characterization of natural surfaces and will provide real world estimates of the types
the signals that can be measured in time-series studies of geomorphic change.
•

TLS support can be requested through the standard UNAVCO PI support request form at
http://achaia.unavco.org/support.aspx.

•

UNAVCO has participated in ongoing evaluation of TLS instrumentation, software, and
workflow including close communications with TLS users in the NSF EAR community and
TLS hardware manufacturers such as Optech and Riegl.

•

UNAVCO configured a computer server to allow supported users to remotely login and
access specialized TLS processing software. Graduate student Caroline O'Hara from Penn
State, working with PI Peter La Femina, has used this system extensively to process data she
collected using the UNAVCO TLS system in Iceland for her Masters Degree. Other users
included graduate students at the University of Idaho and INTERFACE PI's at UT Dallas.
The server-based processing system makes effective use of costly software and provides a
convenient platform for UNAVCO engineers to provide remote assistance with processing.

•

A UNAVCO TLS website is under development that will provide resources relevant to TLS
earth science research including data acquisition guidelines, processing guidelines, tools
developed by INTERFACE partners, and so on.

As community interest in and use of TLS continues to grow rapidly, UNAVCO is exploring
options for acquiring additional TLS instrumentations to expand the available instrument pool
and community support in general. To help address this situation, UNAVCO and Central
Washington University submitted a Major Research Instrumentation (MRI) proposal to NSF
EAR in January, 2009 entitled “Collaborative Research MRI: Acquisition of Terrestrial Laser
Scanning Systems for Earth Science Research”. This proposal requested two new TLS
instrument systems and is being reviewed at the time of this report.
Moreover, at the end of this period, UNAVCO was preparing a supplement request to NSF in
order to acquire a suite of TLS systems through stimulus funds.
GeoEarthScope Support
GeoEarthScope data acquisition activities were successfully completed at the time of conclusion
of the PBO MREFC in 2008. Key O&M activities related to GeoES data products, i.e.
EarthScope imagery data, include staging and distribution of airborne LiDAR and satellite
InSAR imagery, finalizing the processing of imagery products prior to distribution as needed,
and supporting community use of these data.
Airborne LiDAR / Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) imagery.
• ALS data products for the following targets were released on May 7, 2009: Yellowstone,
Teton fault, Wasatch fault Nephi-South.
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•

ALS data from Alaska, Wasatch Nephi-North, and some SoCal targets have required
additional re-processing and re-reviewing, delaying their release.

•

Data processing status summary. NCALM continues to process data from SoCal, ISB,
PNW and Alaska.

Project/Region

Delivery from
Released and
Preliminary Preliminary
Final
Available from
Processing by Review by Processing NCALM to
GEON
Open Topography
by
NCALM
Working
NCALM
Group

NoCal

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

SoCal

80%

70%

45%

35%

35%

ISB

100%

100%

95%

95%

90%

PNW

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

Alaska

100%

100%

90%

0%

0%

•

Data access statistics (from http://www.opentopography.org) through 5/8/09.
Downloads

Project/Re
gion

DEM Tiles
(Arc Binary)

Point Processing

KML for DEM KML for Processing Jobs
Tiles Hillshades

Processed Points

NoCal

17082

886

1153

298

4,800,000,000

SoCal

992

264

788

n/a

n/a

ISB

573

n/a

284

n/a

n/a

PNW

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

Alaska

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

GeoEarthScope ALS imagery from Yellowstone, released in May 2009, were highlighted at the
EarthScope National Meeting in Boise, ID and the associated field trip led by R. Smith. An
example image from this enthusiastically received dataset is shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15. GeoEarthScope airborne LiDAR imagery from the Elephant Back - Sour Creek region in
Yellowstone National Park. ALS data were acquired for UNAVCO by the National Center for Airborne Laser
Mapping (NCALM). These data are distributed to the community via the Open Topography portal
(http://opentopography.org).

Satellite InSAR imagery.
• Data access statistics.
The following table summarizes GeoES InSAR data download activity for this month (in
bold) along with previous months and the current year to date total.
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Month (2009) Total No. of No. of
Approved Users
Mini-Cats

No. of Data No. of
Requests Downloaded
Scenes

Downloaded
Data Volume
(GB)

Jan

24

3

6

17

4

Feb

27

6

19

323

76

Mar

33

8

19

254

70

Apr

33

6

19

267

55

May

33

6

28

90

91

29

91

951

291

Year to Date 33

•

Data holdings and status in UNAVCO archive. Unchanged from last month. Only minor
increases are expected now that most data ordered during the MREFC period have been
delivered and ingested.

Satellite

Scenes

Frames

Data Volume

ERS1

5023

14378

2381 GB

ERS2

19068

35817

5394 GB

Envisat

4384

8860

1152 GB

RSAT1

10930

47421

8394 GB

Total

39405

106476

17321 GB

Note: a "scene" is one unbroken sequence of SAR signal, of any length, in a single data file. The
"frame" counts are based on 15 seconds of SAR signal per frame.

1.3 Data Highlights
Archiving and Data Management
The UNAVCO Data Center’s mission is to provide a secure long-term archive for data, data
products, and metadata from high-precision GNSS studies and other crustal deformation
measurements. In addition, the Data Center makes data from the Archive available to the
scientific community and to the public and provides additional tools that add value to the data
and data products in the Archive.
WBS Metrics. Table 12 shows WBS Metrics reporting in the area of Data and Data Products.
The metrics show that archiving continues at a steady pace; the archiving rate is similar to 2008.
The data access rate has more than doubled compared to the same period last year: 11 million
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campaign and permanent station files have been accessed so far this year compared to 4.7 million
campaign and permanent station files accessed during the same period last year.
Table 12. Data Center WBS Metrics
WBS

Task Name

1.1.2

Data and Data Products - NSF

1.1.2.2

Archiving

1.1.2.3

Data Access and Distribution

1.1.2.4

E&O Support

1.1.2.5

Community Software

1.2.2
1.2.2.2

Data and Data Products - NASA
Data Management

1.2.2.3

Community Software

Metrics

#campaign files archived
#perm. station files archived
#campaign files accessed
#perm. station files accessed
#Jules Verne Voyager maps
accessed
#unique users
#TEQC downloads

3,679
327,999
9,294
11,041,682
31,115

#TEQC information requests

642

#permanent stations handled

65
See WBS
1.1.2.5
See WBS
1.1.2.5

#TEQC downloads
#TEQC information requests
1.3.2

Data and Data Products - Arctic

1.3.2.2

Data Management

1.4.2

Data and Data Products - Antarctic

1.4.2.2

Data Management

Quantity

3,005
4,204

#perm. station files archived

4,287

#projects handled

3

#perm. station files archived

6,573

#projects handled

N/A

Holdings. Archive holdings in the online repository, including the primary copy of all GPS files,
related files, and products, total 6.7 TB in compressed form (15 TB when uncompressed to their
usable form). Holdings in the ftp pickup area, where the RINEX copy of all GPS-related files
and products are available for pickup, total 7.4 TB. During this semi-annual report period, a
category of ftp holdings that offered a different RINEX compression option were eliminated for
older data so that disk space could be preserved.
The bar graphs in Figure 16 show annual and cumulative archive data volume growth through
time for the primary copy of GPS files.
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UNAVCO Archive Data Volume Per Year
Primary Copy, GPS Files

UNAVCO Archive Cumulative Data Volume
Primary Copy, GPS Files
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Figure 16. GPS Archive annual data volume (left); cumulative annual volume (right). The high rate data volume is
broken out for the volume per year graph (left); these data are comprised mainly of PBO 5 Hz data collected in
association with earthquakes occurring in 2006-2007. The cumulative graph (right) includes both standard and high
rate.

Total Storage. The total storage (compressed) for the primary archived copy and the public copy
of all GPS data in the archive is 14.1 TB (Figure 18). (Note: The decreases in total archive
volume that are evident in Figure 3 in September 2007 and April 2009 are related to a periodic
cleanup of data that is made available in two different formats. The long-term format is kept
indefinitely. The alternate format is removedafter aging at least one year.)
GPS Data and Products
Storage Volume
16
14

Figure 17. Storage volume (accounting for
compression) through time for the GPS Archive
and ftp pickup RAID systems.
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Permanent Stations. Currently, 1858 active global permanent stations are being archived at
UNAVCO; this includes 1100 PBO-Nucleus stations. During the period of this report an
additional 73 sites from a variety of global networks, including five new PBO stations, were
added for automated archiving.
Campaigns. Archiving was completed for twenty campaigns during the period of this report
(Afar 2009, Denali 2008, GeoEarthScope ALS Alaska 2008, GPS Shaketable Test 2009, IARC
2008, ISEA 2008, Joshua Tree 2008, Kamchatka 2008, Kenai 2008, McCall 2005, McCall 2007,
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McCall 2008, North Cascades Glacier 2006, Okmok 2008, Pavlof Semi-Continuous 2007/2008,
PBO Ties 2008, Redoubt 2008, Santorini 2008, STEEP 2008, Tajikistan-Kyrgyzstan 2008).
GGN-SENH Data Support. Data flow monitoring, site metadata tracking and reporting
continued in a routine manner for the reporting period. A few sites requiring special handling to
resolve problems. Due to a planned power outage at JPL, UNAVCO provided backup data flow
for data from 17 GGN stations during a 4-day period in April. Several members of the Data
Group have been participating with JPL staff on planning for upgrades to the IGS web site.
Data Pickup. A monthly average of 1,840,000 data files were picked up from the Archive ftp
server. Additionally, a monthly average of 87,000 QC files, sitelogs, GSAC holdings files,
product files, campaign log images, and other GPS-related files were picked up from the Archive
ftp server.
IT Infrastructure and Software. Following one year in alpha release, the new web GUI and Java
client software for search and data access was released in May. This public release of the Data
Archive Interface version 2 (DAIv2) (Figure 19) web GUI now incorporates an integrated data
cart with optional UNAVCO data file download software that can be utilized by the user in
accessing data, drill-down pages where the user can access the full range of metadata about a
site, position time series viewing for PBO-Nucleus sites, and QC graphs. With the May release,
the site traffic is being summarized through GoogleAnalytics, which provides detailed
breakdown of features accessed.

Figure 18. The Archive’s next generation data search and access web tool, showing station photo and QC
graphs – part of the “drill-down” functionality.

SOPAC Sub-award. SOPAC, through a sub-award to this Cooperative Agreement, provides
additional GPS archiving support including general maintenance and improvements for the online archive including global International GNSS Service (IGS) data and co-development of Web
Services-based method for exchange of metadata between UNAVCO and SOPAC.
MIT Sub-award. MIT, through a sub-award to this Cooperative Agreement, provides data
processing support and training for the GAMIT/GLOBK GPS processing and analysis program.
Software, documentation and direct assistance to investigators are provided. See the following
website for more information: http://facility.unavco.org/software/processing/gamit.html.
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1.3 Education and Outreach Activities
RESESS
Student recruitment culminates in February with applications due and the intern selection. In
summer 2009, RESESS is using residual funds from the three year pilot project and participant
support funds from the Facility Cooperative agreement. Two returning interns and two new
interns make up the 2009 RESESS class. Projects include POLENET seismology, use of an
NSF-supported geochemical data base, TLS in gully erosion, and isotopic analysis of sulfur over
time. Two past RESESS interns are doing their Masters degree, geophysics research at their
home institution, and two are attending field camp in 2009.
Mentors for 2009 are faculty at the University of Colorado and at Washington University
(POLENET). UNAVCO staff members are acting as writing and community mentors.

Figure 19 (left) Third year RESESS intern Lennox Thompson explains visualization from his graduate course at
University of Texas El Paso to audience at Fall AGU, 2008; (right) First year interns Fernando Martinez Torres
from University of Puerto Rico Mayaguez (far left) and John Braswell from University of Michigan(front center)
with SOARS interns during the early summer Leadership Institute in Boulder, May, 2009. Faculty member from
University of Colorado, Dr. Rolf Norgaard, leads the RESESS writing program. Students from Washington
University and Ohio State University participate remotely every week.

Active Earth Display
UNAVCO collaborates with IRIS on the kiosk-based exhibit called Active Earth Display (AED).
During the past 6 months, we have completed the Cascadia module and it has been tested at fall
AGU and at the EarthScope meeting. This work is funded by EarthScope E&O.
UNAVCO is leading efforts with IRIS and POLENET Education and Outreach teams to create a
touchscreen AED based on GPS and seismic work at the poles. Goals of the POLENET AED
include introducing users to ice dynamics, what it's like to work in Antarctica, the use of GPS in
polar science, and the global significance of studying the polar regions--specifically, the effect of
climate change and how climate change can be measured in the polar regions. A newly designed
and developed game allows users to try their hands at designing a power system to run the GPS
equipment through three years (including three polar nights!) of study. We have a contract with
a web design firm to complete this interactive game by September 1, 2009.
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UNAVCO website
Education and Outreach staff are working with the UNAVCO webmaster and president for a
redesign and update of content for the website, one of UNAVCO’s major outreach tools. During
the past 6 months, E&O continues to provide leadership in the production of science, facility,
education, and other community highlights with a production of 2 new highlights per month.
A much-needed update of Science Applications has been revamped with community scientists
contributing content to the broadening scope of geodesy in geoscience (Figure 21).
www.unavco.org/geodesy21century . The inauguration of this website coincided with
publication of the May 5 issue of EOS on which a comprehensive overview of geodetic
applications in the geosciences. This peer-reviewed article has a potential readership of 52,000
AGU members.

Figure 20 (left). Redesign and update of content for the website; (right) science, facility, education,

and other community highlights
Outreach
Along with ongoing outreach through publications, talks, and the web, UNAVCO participated as
an independent organization in the spring 2009 Congressional Visit Day. This collaboration with
the American Geological Institution and American Geophysical Union provided added visibility
to UNAVCO as an organization (Figure 21)
.

Figure 21. President Meghan Miller with UNAVCO staff
and NSF EarthScope Program Officer Greg Anderson at
Spring 2009 Congressional Visit Day.
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Evaluation of E&O Program
Director of Education and Outreach, Susan Eriksson, has worked closely with NSF program
officers and SRI personnel to prepare the first documents to secure an evaluator for the external
evaluation of this program as mandated by the Cooperative Agreement. This will be an ongoing
activity of E&O during the coming 12-18 months (Figures 22-23 and Table 13)

Metrics for December 2008 through May 2009.
Number of Individual Web Pages Viewed
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Figure 22. Web metrics for Education and Outreach
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Table 13: Professional Development Workshops & Learning Sessions
Date Name of
Event
Secondary Univ
Scientists/ Other
event
details -Ed
Faculty Comm
Edu
Faculty
Members
profs
St.Vrain
MiddleSchool
Jan
2-hr
1
4
TX
Professional
Dev
8-hr of
Feb
Academy
2.5 day 41
4
Millersville
U
Apr
2-hr
7
San Andreas
Region
4-hr of
Apr
Workshop
2.5 day 4
12
24
Teacher
workshop @
EarthScope
May N'tal Mtg
8-hr
6
Methods for
Estimating
Western US
GPS
Velocity
Field
workshop
8 hr
33
3
Getting
Started with
PBO
Strainmeter
Data
workshop
8 hr
7
3
New Data
and Data
Tools for
EarthScope
Data at
UNAVCO
and Other
EarthScope
Facilities
3-hr
6
2
3
RESESS
month
5

Total

51

55

26

32

Undergrad
Students

Interns

Short
Course

30

5

30

5

0
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Community Leaders Reached:
Cumulative 2003 - May 2009

Community Leaders Reached per year
2003 - May 2009

Cumulative
Number of People
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Figure 23. Graphs of yearly and cumulative numbers of people reached through UNAVCO Education and Outreach
programs.

Projected Workshops / Meetings with Education & Outreach contribution
Workshop & Science Planning for the Evaluation, Monitoring and Communication of Volcanic
and Seismic Hazards in East Africa, August 17-20, 2009
Teachers on the Leading Edge: 5.5 day workshop; facilitation by UNAVCO staff and Master
Teacher-in-Residence for 8 hours
Cutting Edge Workshop, 2010 UNAVCO Science Workshop; curriculum development by
college faculty
Master Teacher-in-Residence – two teachers will be in residence at UNAVCO in 2009 to take
existing UNAVCO teaching materials into shorter modules easily used in the classroom, July,
2009.
UNAVCO Short Courses Series:
 GPS data processing: QOKA / Gypsy – still to be determined
 Terrestrial Laser Scanning – Geological Society of America meeting, fall, 2009
 INSAR ROIpak August 17-19, 2009
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